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I. INTRODUCTION 
‘The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 
'~IIE~RERI I. 1. Suppose a Sylow 2-group P qf G has a cyclic cormmtator 
group P’ -~ (01 . Then, one of the following holds: 
(i) O,,,,(G) > O,(G); 
(ii) G*(G) < G; 
(iii) P = C,(a)(h), where h” = 1 and X : CJ --f 0-l. 
‘The proof makes use of Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [2], Goldschmidt’s 
P-theorem [3], and a detailed analysis of fusion via Alperin’s theorem [l]. 
Among those 2-groups with cyclic commutator groups are the dihedral 
groups D2,,,~~ , the semidihedral groups SZm+l , and the wreath products 
7 Jyl’ N 2, . These are the only such 2-groups which are known to occur in 
simple groups as Sylow 2-groups. One is thus led to ask whether these three 
families are the only 2-groups with cyclic commutator groups that actually 
can occur in a simple group as a Sylow 2-group. The present paper represents 
a preliminary investigation into this question. 
Throughout this paper we assume that we are given a finite abstract 
group G and that P is a Sylow 2-group of G. All the notation is standard and 
may be found in Gorenstein [4]. 
II. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMED RESULTS 
If A and B are subsets of G, then we will write g : A - B to mean 
All = {a” = g-lug 1 a E A} C B. In particular, g : x -+ .a@ = x[x, g] for all 
*Present address: Dept. of Math., California State College at Los Angeles, Los 
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.x, g t G. Let s E P, we sayy is fused to .V provided that y i I’ and y is conjugate 
to s in G. This will also be denoted by y ,- s. Let .? be an arbitrar\- subset of 
1’. If x t .,I C P ‘., H : : G, then N is isolated in .-1 with respect to If iff 
.xH n ,I =m .Y. That is, s is not fused to any other element y c .-I I,!- an clement 
of If. An important theorem in this connection is due to G. Glaubei-man [2]. 
‘I‘mORHRI 2. I. Jf 9 is isolated in a Sylvzc 2-group P, then 
x E Z*(G) :~- %(G mod O,(G)). 
The following transfer theorem may be found in Gorenstein [4]. 
‘I’HEOREM 2.2. Let P be a sy/oz~ 2-gr-oup of G. 7’hrt~ 
Since the stud\; of fusion will be of utmost importance to this paper, we 
recall the theorem of Alpcrin [l] which enables us to carry out our 
investigation. 
‘I‘HEOREM 2.3. Let d and B be two subsets of a Sylow 2-group P with 
A” = B. l’hen there exists Sylow 2-groups Q, ,..., Cl,, and elements x1 ,..., .x,, , y 
such that: 
(a) g :=: x1 ... x,-y; 
(b) .vi E ;V(P n Qi), xi is a 2-element, i = I ,..., 72; 
(c) y E N(P); 
(d) a-l”‘l”‘Jz i P n (I&+, i = 0, I ,..., n - 1 (fw i 10 we de$ne 
Xl “. ,y; =- 1). 
Lastly, we state the theorem of Goldschmidt [3] which we will need. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let P be a &ylow 2-group of G. If H7 < CJ1(z(E’)) is 
weakly closed in P, then IV sz O,,,,(G). 
111. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Since this paper is intended to be used for future reference, we will state and 
prove a few general lemmas. Recall that P is a given Sylow 2-group of an 
abstract group G. 
LENIhIA 3.1. Let 7 E Z(P) be a 2”‘th power involution zuhich is isolated among 
2’:th pozcers. [f C&3) contains a 2”‘th root of 7, then /3 is not fused to T unless 
fi -: 7. 
Proof. Assume~q : /3 4 7. Clearly we may assume also that g : C&I) - P 
since P is a Sylow 2-group of C(T). Let d E C&3) be a 2ith root of 7. Then 
g : d -+ iI’1 E P. SO g : 7 7: (rl”) - (&I)‘“. Our assumptions now yield that 
(d’~)“” =- 7 and complete the proof. 
There is a general reduction procedure based on Alperin’s theorem [I] 
which wc incorporate into the nest lemma. 
LEiLI3IA 3.2. If y t Z(P) is fused to /3 $ Z(P), then there exists a y’ E Z(P) 
.fused to y, a /3’ $Z(P), an intersection P n Q = C&3’), and a 2-element 
x t .\-(P n Q) such that x : j?’ ---> y’. A%reovev, {f y is isolated in Z(P), then 
.Y : p’ < > y’. 
Woof. Choose p $Z(P) fused to y such that 1 C’P(p)8 is maximal. Let 
R : /3 mm+ y and assume g : C,(p) - P. Now, apply Theorem 2.3 to rl = C,(,Q 
and B =m= .-I”. Let i be minimal with the property that ,&“‘zi E Z(P). Thus, 
P~‘I...,cI-I Q& z(p). No\v set s -: .yi , jj’ = I/jd.~“‘~~-~, and y’ = P’JJ =: p,l”‘:c~ E Z(p). 
IVe need now only check that P n Qi == C#). But /3’ ~~ y’“‘-’ E Z(F’ n ,Oi) 
since s c /V(P n Qj) and y’ t Z(P). Hence, P n Qj .; C’,@‘). On the other 
hand, u-e know (C,@))Q”“‘c-1 << P n Q,l :, C&3’). Now the maximality of 
/ C&3)1 may be invoked to complete the first part of the proof. 
If y is isolated in Z(P), let C(,&,(y) :: (xf’> and set s ~=z ~$‘-I, p’ :p~ y”‘. 
One again checks that C,(p’) = P n Qj to complete the proof. 
This lemma has the following well-known consequence. 
COROI.LARI 3.3. If (7) char C,(p) f OY a 11 involutions ,!3 qf P, then 7 E Z*(G). 
Henceforth, we assume that the commutator group P’ of our given Sylo~ 
2-group is cyclic. Thus, assume P’ = (0) is of order 2”’ and that T is the 
involution of (0). Also, set PO = C’,(P’) -= C’,(u). Thus, P/P, is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of aut((o)). It is well known that aut((cs)) = (0) x (v>, where 
0 : 0 ---* (J l and q : (T + o . 04. Now wc define P1 := (x E P I s : CT -> c . ,+, 
some lz). Clearly, PI = P,,(a) f . or some a E P, and P = P,(h> for any 
x c I’ - PI 
TVe now concern ourselves with the possible fusions of 7. 
LEMMA 3.4. If C&3) is non-Abelian, then /3 is not fused to T unless p == 7. 
Proof. Assume that g : /3 + 7 and also g : C&3) + P. Thus g takes the 
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unique involutive commutator of C&3) into that of (C,@?))y. That is, g : 7 + 7. 
Hence, /3 = 7. 
LEMRIA 3.5. If, P’ ‘- 2 and PO is non-Abelian, then T is isolated in P,, . 
Proof. Clearly- 7 t Z(P,,). Let y E .Z(P,,). Thus, C,(y) :: P,, Hence, 
C,(y) is non-rlbelian. So y is not fused to 7 by Lemma 3.4. Now, let 
y E P,, ~ Z(P,J. Observe that [k, r] ; P,, + P’ is a nontrivial homomorphism 
since P, is non-Abelian of class 2. Assume y is fused to 7. Thus, C,“(T) is 
Abelian by Lemma 3.4. Choose c t P,, ~ CjO(y). Then, [c, ~1” =- [c, yz] 1 
implies that [r, r] 7. Hence, P,, : Z(P,,) =-m 4, since Z(P,,) is the kernel 
of the homomorphism [c, Y] : Cp,(y) + IT 
If I P’ ;:; 4, we complete the proof by noting that: exp(P~Z(PO)) 
exp(P/P,,) exp(P,/Z(P,)) ‘. 2J+‘2 ~~ 2” I. Thus, all 2”‘-‘th power involu- 
tions lie in Z(P,,). Hence, T is isolated among all 2”‘+‘th powers, since T is 
isolated in Z(P,,). But C&) contains the 2” -Ith root 0 of T because 
y E (;;(cr) == P,, . \I’e now have a contradiction to Lemma 3. I. 
If ~ P’ ~ =:- 4, let y’ be a sqaure involution of P -- Z(PJ. Thus, 
Y’ E PC, -~ WI:,) and has a root /3 c P - P,, . However, /3 : 0 --+ ~7. Thus, 
Cp(y’) is non-abelian. By Lemma 3.4. y’ is not fused to 7. Hence, 7 is isolated 
among square involutions. Since 0 E C’,(T), we again have a contradiction 
to Lemma 3.1 to complete the proof. 
It bvill become clear from our analysis in Section IV that there are no 
involution in P, - P,, . So uc may state the following trivial corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If P’ 1 :> 2 and I’,, is non-Abelian, then T is isolated ix P, . 
\2’e now conclude this section by proving a lemma concerning the possible 
fusions of any central involution. The proof is painless, but contains the key 
to our entire analysis of Sylow 2-groups with cyclic commutator groups. 
i,ERIMA 3.7. Let 1 P’ > 2 and let PO be non-Abelian. If y E Ql(Z(P)) and 
fl E P, - Z(P), then /3 is not fused to y. 
Proof. Our analysis in Section IV will show that for any A E P - P, , 
[*, A] : P,) - P’ is an epimorphism. Thus, / P : C,(X)i 1 P’ / > 2 for an\: 
AEP- P,. 
Now, by way of contradiction, assume /I is fused to y. By Lemma 3.2, there 
exists p’ E P - Z(P), y’ E Z(P), and a 2 element x E N(P fl $3) == N(C#‘)) 
such that s : /3’ --f y’. By the maximality of 1 C,(/3’)1 and the fact that 
[*, /3] defines a homomorphism from P onto (T), we conclude that 
2 = 1 P : C,(p)1 2 1 P : C’,@‘)l and hence, that p’ E Pl . But, then [fl’, X] = 6’7 
is an involution of Pl - Z(P) which 1s c early fused to 7. This contradicts 1 
Corollary 3.6 and establishes the lemma. 
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IV. STRUCTURE OF P 
This section is basically devoted to the proof of Proposition 4.1. However, 
we will proceed by a sequence of lemmas because we have already or intend to 
refer to these intermediate steps. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If P, > P,, , then P,, is nordbelian. 
1fa:a 4 g . 042 # (T, then define f (n) -7 (41 + 1)f (n - 1) -+ I, where 
f (1) == 1. Now observe that [all, x] = [a, x] f(~) for all s E P. On the one hand, 
we have s : an + aq1[aT7, x], and on the other we have by induction: 
s : a“ = a’“-l a --f a+‘[a, .v]f(vl-l)a[a, x] 
= a?‘-la[a, ,x](Jl il,lc’L--l,[a, my] 
: ajl[a, ~]f(~~). 
At this time it is also good to note that 
,f(lZ) == z; (41 + 1)“’ = ;I i (i” ) (4V. 
LEMMA 4.2. If a : o - D udL # CT, then [a, P] .<< (CT’>. 
Proof. Let x E P and set 2” = /([a, ~1)~. Also, set 41 = 2%2, with m odd. 
Choose an n such that ala = 1 and n GE 0 mod 2”. So we have n :: f(n) :: 0 
mod 2”. 
Suppose 2at -:; 2”. So f (n) =- n 0 mod 2*+. But 
f(n) -- c (1 {- 4/k) _ n + .J(n - l)(n - 2)42 = 41 $ 0 mod 2zt. 
1, -0 
This contradiction implies that 22’ L 2”. Thus, 
since (41)2 = 0 mod 2”. Thus, f (n) = n f- t(n - l)(n - 2)(41) mod 2”. We. 
now use the fact that f (n) = n = 0 mod 2” to conclude that 0 = 41 mod 2”. 
That is, 2” divides 41. 
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If there existed an x E P such that <[a, xl> .:: ;u>, then c+ ~~ I since 
2,’ ~~~ l([a, ~1) divides 41. This contradicts our assumption that CT u41 :i cr 
and completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Iffp P, : s’ I’,, , then l’,) is non--Abelian. 
PYOOf. If [Z’” , P”] 1, then [P, P] -== [Pi , Pi] (X~‘l c:; (:a:~, ~~ P’. 
In view of this corollary it now remains only to prove Proposition 4. I under 
the assumption that I’ --- P, . Therefore, we assume P ~~ Pr/~h~, where 
h? E P,, and either X : c ~, 0-l or X : cr + CT %-. Our next step is to establish 
that [F’, , P,] :‘. (9). Most of the work for this is in Lemma 4.2. However, 
we must also establish that [P,, , I’,,] 2 j first. This, of course, will depend 
upon the existence of h, since it is false otherwise by Corollary 4.3. \\‘e 
establish a slightly more general result. 
Proof. Assume there is a b E P,, such that c : b - ha. Clear-l?, c : [h, h] + 
[b, X][b, X13’. Rut also we have 
c : b-‘X-lb/l ---f b-k’A-l[h-‘, c] bcrX[h, c] 
z b A-‘A-‘ba[k’, L.] X[X, c] 
= b-‘a-‘X-lbujj 
_ a-l(b-lX-lbh)o-’ 01 a-1(b-?FbX)n+7 
= [b, A]8 or [b, h]crm~%, 
depending on whether h : c7 --, (T l or h : o - U-G. Since ~ P : P,, i :: 4, 
we have that I(u)I > 4 and thus (u-? _ (a-%). The above computation 
now yields that ([b, X]41) = (9). Th’ IS contradiction establishes the lemma. 
An immediate consequence of this lemma is that [P,, , P,] -:I (9). 
Lemma 4.2 states that [P, ~~ P,, , P] ‘.. (~a\. Combining these with the 
fact that P = P,(h) we can conclude that [P,, , P - Pi] -:= ‘0;. That is, 
there is a b E PO such that [b, A] ~~ c. 
\\‘e know that P := P,)(a)(h) if P, P,,(a). Next we will prove that it 
may also be assumed that [a, h] =-- I. 
LEMMA 4.5. If P = P,(h) > P, > p,, , then there exists an a E P, such 
that PI = PO(a) and h : a -> a. 
Proof. Since P, = C,(a), [*, X] : P, - I” is a homomorphism. Its kernel 
is GPO(h) and its image is (0) since [b, A] 1~. (r. Thus, ; PO : CpO(h)l -- 1 I” 1. 
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Since C,“(h) =L I’, n Cp(h) we also have that ~ P&‘,(h) : C,(h)1 - I P' 1. 
Therefore, P == P&,(h) since j P : C,(X), e’i P’ 1 is always true. Now it is 
clear that we can choose a E C,(A) such that Pl = P,,(a). 
Henceforth, whenever P ~ Pl(A> =- I’,,,,a;k ’ ’ ‘h), we will also assume that 
[a, A] ==: I. 
LEnlxl 4.6. Let P = PI(h) > Pl and r : o --f (T uIz and h : c --f c. If 
c : b + bol, then -2o( = 41 mod l(u> 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, we know that 01 is even. Thus, X : 0% + 0 -I. Since 
A : r + r, we have that b 1 bo L bo’m+ is the same as b A bum -> boo -li. 
Hence, we get ~90~~ :-: o-&, lvhich establishes the lemma. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If P = P,(A) > Pl with CpO(A) Abelian, then 
I’“’ = [P,, ) P,,] .:: (7). 
Proof. As in Lemma 4.5, [a, X] : P,, - P’ is an epimorphism. This yields 
the factorization P,, = (b)CpU(X). S’ mce C,“(A) is Abelian we need only show 
that [b, C,O(X)] < (T). Let c E CpO(h) and observe that c : (T - 0 u3’ = U. 
By the above c : b - bo-\, where -201 k= 41 = 0 mod I(u,‘~. That is, 
[b, c] =: 0’ t (7). 
Proposition 4.1 will follow as a direct consequence of this next lemma. 
LEnlMA 4.8. If P 2 PI(A) > Pl :- P,)(a) > P, , then aJPl:PoI : b ---f bT. 
In pavticulav, PO is non-Abe&an. 
Proof. For notational convenience we write O(2”‘) for a remainder term 
which is divisible by 2”. Since PI >. P,, , let (1 : 0 --f (T ,I’ f 0. Also let 
a : b - ho’. Thus, we know that -201 ~~1~ 41 mod ~(u‘>/. In particular, 
l(‘O”~ ~ 2~(a”‘)l = 21 PI : PO 1. Suppose 
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ad : b + bu+n” with z,,~ =: 2”’ f O(2”’ “) mod 1<~‘),. 
Then, the proof would be complete since we would have alPl:Poi : b + bzi, 
where z ~~ 1 Pl : P,, 1 + O(2i Pl : PO 1) I 1 P, : P,, 1 + 0 mod ~(ol>i and 
could conclude that uzl = 7 as desired. 
The congruence is proven by induction on m. For nz = 0, the statement is 
obvious. We simply observe that a2kf1 : B + b&‘~*~+~~~~~~ for some /3. 
Clearly, zl,ll I 22,< + 41/32,~ XI 2”‘-l + 0(2”7 mod Al. Thus, Lemma 4.8 
is established, and the proof of Proposition 4.1 is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.9. If Pl > PO , then T is isolated in Pl . 
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 3.6. 
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V. MAIN THEOREM 
The method of proof may be outlined thusly. \Ye suppose that (iii) fails. 
This is equivalent to saying PI :- P,, . Then, under the assumption that 
O,,,,(G) 2~ O,(G), we restrict the possible structure of P. Finally, we show 
that a group with such a restricted Sylow 2-group must have O%(G) -: G. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose a Sylow 2-group P qf G has a c‘yc’lic orrurutator 
group 1 P’ 1 = (a:,. Then, one qf the follozkng holdss: 
(i) O,,,,(G) :> O,,(G); 
(ii) 02(G) < G; 
(iii) P ~- Cp(u)(A,x, z&eve h” I and X : a ---p 0-l. 
Proof. Assume that (iii) fails to hold. Thus, P, : ’ I’,, . In particular, 
1 P’ I > 4. Now we also assume that O,,,,(G) =- O,(G). By Corollary 4.9, 
7 is isolated in P, . In view of Glauberman’s theorem 2.1, there exists an 
involution h E P - P, which is fused to 7. As in the previous section, there is 
an element 6 E PO such that X : 6 --f hu. ‘Il’e can now observe that X : 0 -+ u l, 
since otherwise we reach the contradiction 1 - Xa : 6 - baom’7 :=. 67 =+ 6. 
Next, observe that Cp(X) is Abelian by Lemma 3.4. By Lemma 4.5 we take 
P, == P”(a), where X : a -b n. By Corollary 4.7, [b, +] is a homomorphism 
of CpO(X) into (T>. It is onto by Lemma 4.8. Since a E C,(X), which is Abelian, 
we have that Z(P) = Cp(X) n C’,(b) n PO : C,o(A) n Cp0(6) is the kernel of 
[b, *I. Thus, CpO(X) = Z(P)(U~~~:‘~~). Since P,, = C,0(X)(6) and P = P,,!a)(h>, 
we obtain that P = Z(P)(A, a, 6). 
CLAIM 1. Z(P) is elementary Abelian. 
Let 1 # y E Q,(W(Z(P))), and assume there is an element ,8 6 Z(P) fused 
to y. By Lemma 3.2, there is a Sylow intersection P n Q = C&Y) and an 
element J E N(P n Q) such that x : p’ ---f y’, where y’ E Z(P) and /3’ $ Z(P) 
and y’ is fused to y. Thus, y’ E Q,(W(Z(P))) by Burnside’s theorem. There- 
fore, fi’ == y’“-l has a root in P n Q, and thus also in P. Thus, p’ E P, and 
we have a contradiction to Lemma 3.7. We conclude that !L$(W(Z(P))) is 
weakly closed in P. Now, by Goldschmidt’s theorem 2.4, we obtain 
L$(W(Z(P))) < O,,,,(G) = O,(G) and thereby, conclude that Z(P) is 
elementary Abelian. 
As an immediate consequence of the fact that Z(P) is elementary Abelian, 
we obtain that P == Z(P)(A, a, 6) = A x (X, a, b), where A is elementary 
Abelian. Also, we have that (620)a = 1 = a41p1:po’. 
CLAIM 2. Let c = u21Pl:Pol. Then c # 7. 
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Assume that c = 7. \Ve have that 7 is isolated in PI by Corollary 3.6. 
Thus, 7 is isolated among ail square involutions. However, a E C,(h) and 
u is a root of 7. So, by Lemma 3.1, we get the contradiction that X is not 
fused to 7. 
\l’e are now in a position to prove that 02(G) < G. The assumption 
O,,.,(G) mu: O,(G) will not be used again. Because of its possible importance 
in future work, we incorporate the ker fact into the next lemma. 
LEVMA 5.2. Suppose e = u~pl:pfl~ is an involution, and that 6 E (a”> is 
such thnt 62 = 7. Then, no element of the form e& is fused to on element qf the 
SW, whwr I, w E tiQ#-(Z’)) mm Z(P). 
Proof. \\-e begin by observing that (u,>i G? 8 and thus, that 1 P : C&3)1 3 8 
for any j3 t P ~ P, . Next we note that any square root of 7 which lies in PI 
is of the form 6 or e6 for some z t Z(P). Since i3w E P’Z(P) and e&z $ P’Z(P), 
no such fusion can occur by an element of N(P). Let s be a 2-element of 
K(P n Q), such that x : eSz --f 87~. Then, [e&z, X] is an involution of the form 
ez’ E P, - Z(P), where z’ E Z(P). Cl earl 7 ez’ is fused to 7, which contradicts 4,
Corollary 3.6. Hence, no such 2-element x exists. Now we invoke Alperin’s 
theorem 2.3 to complete the proof of the lemma. 
Let 1’ : -4 x (h, a2, b‘,. 1Ve will complete the proof of our main theorem 
by demonstrating that no element outside of P is fused to an element inside 
of P. From this can easily conclude that P n G’ = (.xy-’ s -y > .,‘i P < Z’ 
and thus, by Theorem 2.2 that 02(G) < G. 
We now establish the following statement: If y is fused to an element 
of the form Mbjz =. a mod P, then y m= a mod P, where E == 0, 1 and _n, 
w E Z(P). 
For ! (hj;~, = 1 we argue that PI > P,, implies that ](a) =: ;(Xt&jx)l, and 
thus, that ,<hUbjx) has the same involution d as does (a). If this involution is 
central, then it is isolated in Z(P) an d since y must be a i i(a)lth root of it, we 
conclude that y = a mod P. If this involution is not central, then the involu- 
tion of y must be in the coset cZ(P). Thus, we also conclude here that 
y Y--= a mod P. 
If (;\w~Jz)” = y with g E A7(P), then we have, y =I y” 
-1 
== a mod I’, since 
P char P. 
We now proceed by induction on 1 (b’) I. By way of contradiction and in view 
of Alperin’s theorem 2.3, we may assume that there is a 2-element 
x EN(P n (2) such that tiaibjz E P n Q and x : hsaibjz - y I 1 mod P. 
Moreover, we take x and y such that ;(bj)i is minimal. 
Case I. s : sib% - a2i’bj’w, (i odd). 
The involution of (a”bt) is either 7, c, or CT, where c is the involution of (a). 
No fusion occurs between 7 and {c, CT}. This leads us to conclude that 7 must 
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he the involution of (u’biz> and also of ( @‘h”zC,;. Since IK<&~>J r. max( :a,‘; ‘, 
~(,bt; 1, WC have ~(&)I Ik~fb~$; ;k’$i’hj’w;?l ~<bj’: ~. 
But, then, /3 =- [dbjz, .x] zb ‘a ‘S’bj’w a”‘b(“- “‘zzc for some 
odd i’ and some 1. Clear]\- fi must be fused to an element of I” I’. But 
- yy ilip :‘b,’ ,\ CC i(b“~. Hcncc, we have a contradiction in this cast. 
CUSP 2. .x : hvz’b!z -F ha”“b”~zc, (i odd). 
But then, s : fl m: (hWhi,-) pI:po + y (,)@‘bl’rc),“1 :“w, Since ~ I’, : p,, ; 2 
and ~:\[a~“, V]:-i P, : I’,, !, wc hahe that /3 t P, - Z(P) and y c Z(P) 
Qr(Z(P)). ‘This gives a contradiction to Lemma 3.7. 
(‘use 3. .T : Xatb’,- - F d”b”zc, (I’ odd). 
If j is not odd, then T is not the in\-olution of <Anthi,-‘ . I-Iowewr, in order 
that :Xa”b’z,J 1 <{Ui‘ ~~~ liu‘> be quaI to lla2”b/‘w’ , we must have 
that 7 is the involution of (a27’bJ’zc’~. Since 7 is isolated in P, , IYC conclude 
that j is odd and that both ,:Xa”blz and ‘n”s’bj’zci have involution T. In 
particular, &“l:~‘~l~ I, and I<hdbjz 4 1 I’, : P,, 1. But now, 
where /3 ~6, 6” 1 7 (since S [&, b’]l~“‘PI:“~~), and y 6-i. This gives a 
contradiction to Lemma 5.2 and completes the proof of our main theorem. 
This research had its beginning in my Ph.D. thesis at the University of Sotre Dame 
and I would like to thank my advisor Professor Karl Kronstein for his constant interest. 
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